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ON THE SELF DUAL LOCALLY COMPACT ABELIAN GROUPS
WITH COMPACT RADICAL

By K\\'A~G CHCL HA

1. It is the object of this note to describe a certain structure of self dual
locally compact Abelian groups with compact radical. The main theorem is
the following: Let G be a locally compact Abelian group with compact
radical. Then G is self dual if and only if G is the direct product Rn X D X
D*X H, where Rn is the real n-dimensional Euclidean space (n? 0) and D
is a discrete torsion-free group and D*, its dual, is compact connected, and
H is a finite discrete group. The proof is sketched in Section 2 and the
preliminary theorems and notations used to derive the theorem 2. 2 form
Section 1.

DEFIl\ITION 1. 1. Let G be a locally compact Hausdorff Abelian group with
character group G·. (Hereafter we shall denote such groups G as LCA gr
oups.) G is called self dual if there IS a topological isomorphism et' : G-->GA
from G onto GA.

Some examples of self dual groups are well known in the literature, but
the structure of such groups is an open problem (see page 423 of [2J and
[4].) In this note we investigate the structure of those self dual LCA gro
ups which have compact radicals. We state some theorems required for pro
ving the main theorem.

THEORE~ 1. 2. [3J The radical of the Cartesian product of topological groups
is the Cartesian product of the radicals of the original groups.

THEORE~ 1. 3. [2J Let H be a compact Abelian group that is a pure subgroup
of some Abelian group G. Then G is algebraically isomorphic with HX (GI H).

THEOREYl 1. 4. [2J A locally compact Abelian group G is topologically isomo
rphic with Rn >< Go, where Go is a locally compact Abelian group containing a
compact open subgroup.

2. The radical of topological Abelian groups IS investigated to a certain
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extent in [1], [3J, and [5J. If G is an LCA group and T(G) is its radi
cal, then T(G) coincides with the set of all compact elements of G and T
(G}is a closed subgroup of G. In particular any compact subgroup of G is.
a subgroup of T(G).

LEMMA 2.1. [3J Let G be an LCA group, T(G) its radical. If ny E T(G}
for some positive integer n, then yE T(G). Hence G/ T(G) is torsion-free.

Proof: Suppose for a positive integer n and yEG, nyE T(G). Since nyE
T(G), (ny) -, '"the closure of the group generated by ny, is compact. Hence

.-1
(Y)-=U(ty+(ny)-) is compact.

<=0

We note that (G/T(G))A is isomorphic to K(GA), the component of the
identity of GA, and GfT(G) is torsion-free, which implies K(GA) is divi
sible, or more generally the component of the identity of an LCA group is
divisible.

THEoREM 2. 2. Let G be an LCA group with compact radical. Then G is self
dual if and only if G is the direct product RnXDXD*XH, where Rn is the
real n-dimensional Euclidean space (n~O) and D is a discrete torsion-free
group and D*, its dual, is compact connected (divisible), and H is a finite
diicrete group.

Proof: Since it is obviously sufficient by Theorem 1. 2, we work in only
one direction.

By Theorem 1. 4 G~RnX Go, where Go contains a compact open subgroup.
We know Go is self dual, and T(Go)::: T(Go) X T(Rn) ~ T(G) is compact,

by hypothesis. Since the component of G~, K(G~) is the annihilator of T
(Go), and since T(Go) is compact in Go, K(G~) is open in G~. Hence the
component of the self dual group K(Go), is open which implies Go~Go/K

(Go) XK(Go) topologicalIy. Now since T(Go) I K(Go) is pure in GolK(Go)
by 2.1, Go/K(Go)~Go/T(Go)XT(Go)/K(Go).Hence G~RnXK(Go)XGo/

T(Go)XT(Go)/K(Go). Let D=Go/T(Go) and H=T(Go)/K(Go), then D"
is a discrete torsion-free group, its character group D*=K(Go) is compact
connected (divisible), and H is finite.

I am indebted to K. A. Ross for an improvement of a portion of the"
proof of theorem 2. 2.
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